
Langford Event Info Sheet
CLASS ORDER AND ENTRY DEADLINES

In order to facilitate a smoothly run event and class entries we are asking you to try and
adhere to the following time slots to register.  We are trying to avoid people registering
for the evening class etc early in the morning while people are trying to register for the
early classes. If you are pulling twice in the day you are more than welcome to register
both classes at the same time.

REGISTRATION will open at 9AM  - Look for the Feather Flags and the Camper
Classes 1-3 - 9AM - 11AM
Classes 4-7 - 11AM - 1:30PM
Classes 9-12 - 1:30PM - 5PM

1. Outlaw 466 Hot Farm - $2200 - Pays 12 places - $500 to win
2. Full Pull/Outlaw 2.6 Diesel Trucks - $1600 - Pays 8 places - $425 to win
3. Full Pull /Outlaw  LLSS** - $2700 - Pays 12 places - $600 to win
4. Full Pull RWYB** - $3000 Purse - Pays 8 places - $750 to win
5. Full Pull Smoker Series tractors - $4000 Purse - Pays 8 places - $1000 to win
6. PPL non-sanctioned Mod Tractors - $3500 Purse - Pays 10 Places - $675 to win
7. Full Pull Posse/Mafia Semi Trucks -$3500 Purse - Pays 8 places -$750 to win
8. SHORT INTERMISSION
9. PPL non-sanctioned 2WD Trucks - $2400 Purse - Pays 7 places - $550 to win
10.Full Pull RWYB** - $3000 Purse - Pays 8 places - $750 to win
11.Full Pull Limited Pro /Super Farm - $4000 purse - Pays 8 places - $1000 to win
12.Full Pull/Outlaw LLSS** - $2700 - Pays 12 places - $600 to win

** Shootout Money - $600 per class extra - Pays top 3 places via Total distances
Combined of the 2 pulls.  $300 - $200 -$100



PURSES AND PURSE CHECKS
LANGFORD NATIONALS has agreed to pay all pullers AT LEAST LAST PLACE MONEY
IN EVERY CLASS. What does that mean to you, the puller? If the purse structure pays
10 places and there are 18 tractors in the class, placings 11-18 will still receive a check
in the amount of last place or (up to $100).
PURSE CHECKS will be available at the registration trailer approx 30-45 minutes after
your class is completed.

ARRIVAL

Pullers will be able to arrive starting at noon on Saturday. Each pulling vehicle will
receive 3 free tickets with each pulling vehicle.

GPS ADDRESS:
3901 Langford Road
North Collins, NY 1411
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